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PREFACE

One key chal]enge of writing about business mode! transformation is that

die subject is a moving target. Every day there is new information; new art-

kies are pubhshed, you hear about new trends and inreresting cases, and so

on. But one day you must decide to end die writing process, because a pat

1cm has emerged in your mmd that covers whar you read, see and hear. This

rook place in June 2016.
Despite the fact thar business modeis attract much interest, some key

questions remain unanswered. A particular!y important open question is

bow to sysrematical!y change and transform a business model — from today‘s

mode! into tomorrow‘s mode! — to (re)gain competitive advantage. Most

companies a!ready act within a given business mode! and rarely can starr

comp!ete[y greenfie!d again.

In 2013, we decided that we wanted to !earn more about how estabhshed

Hrms cou!d successfully and dynamica!!y change their business models, and

to turn this inro a book on business model transformation. We have subse

quendy studied more than 380 companies or !ines of business so as to barer

understand wherher businesses changed their business models, which busi

nesses opted for whar kind of mode!, and how they have adjusted it. We

conducted many interviews about companies‘ choices of business mode! and

their adaptation processes ro a changing business environment. The more

we deepened our research, the more we discovered thar many compauies we

observed bad to master more than simp!y an incrementa! change process if

dey wished to stay ahead of the competition — they had to master deep fun

damental change and bring about a radica! shift. Thus, in this book, we dc

cided to focus on the challenges of !eading such radical business model

transformation processes.
Our book addresses die needs of executive-!evel managers as wel! as aca

demics with an interest in the subject. The book provides answers 10 some

key questions today‘s !eaders face: Whar business mode! choices are there?

Where does our Hrm stand now? Js our current business model susrainab!e,

or do we need to change it? If we need to change, how can we transform our

business model? Which options do we have, and what arc the specific cha!

lenges and requiremenrs of each pach? Whac were tlw experiences of orher

firms and !eaders on their radical transformation journeys?
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By answering these questions, the book delivers three key benefits. First,
it helps to provide a systematic and more integrated understanding of the
ofren fuzzy topic of business models and their transformation. Second, it
presents practicai insights, recommendations and experiences of how to
radically shift a business mode!. ln-depth case studies of business leaders
who have successfully led such a business mode! transformation journey
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transformations.
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improve our book.
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PART ONE
Why business
models need to
radically shift

One secret to nzaintaining a tbriving business is recognizing ruhen lt needs a
fundamental change.

MARK W JOHNSON, CLAYrON M CHRISTENSEN

AND HENNING KAGERMANN‘

lvlost established companies understand their business model [rom the in
side out. They have continuously fine-tuned their established business mode!
to stay aligned with changes in the environment, hut they have not ques
tioned their type of business model. Today, however, sporadic changes and
megatrends coming [rom outside the business, such as digitization and ser
vitization, are putting more and more estabhshed business models under
pressure. Incremental fine-tuning of the current business mode! will not suf
fice. Innovation competition has shifted from technological and process in.
novation to business model innovation, because start-ups, niche players and
small and medium-sized businesses today have the means to challenge estab
lished p!ayers with relative!y limited investment.

For example, it is doubtful whether automotive companies can survive
just by producing and selling cars. Some of them fear they will be demoted to
being low-margin metai-bashers if tbey are unable to take advantage of the
entertainment and e-commerce services that couid be offered on screens in
side the car of die future. These ‘smart services‘ are often far removed from
the principal use of the product,2 requiring an account ID to participate in
their monetization and hence would mean a radicai shift of an automotive
company‘s business modei, inciuding a deep cultural change. Many media
companies have already bad to undergo reformation. Print and online adver
tising revenues continue to fall. Content is still king but the new delivery
formats are many-fold and journal- and newspaper-based subscription has


